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List of spaceflight-related accidents and incidents

Incident Date Mission Description

One of three main 
parachutes failed

7 August 
1971

Apollo 
15

During descent, the three main 
parachutes of Apollo 15 op...

Space Shuttle in-flight 
engine failure

29 July 
1985

STS-
51-F

Five minutes, 45 seconds into ascent, 
one of three main e...

Fire on board 23 
February 
1997

Mir There was a fire on board the Mir 
space station when a li...

Collision in space 25 June 
1997

Mir At Mir, during a re-docking test with 
the Progress M-34 c...
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How many people have been in space?



How many cosmonauts have died?



How many astronauts died in space?



Which astronauts died?



List of spaceflight-related accidents and incidents ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_accidents_and_incidents
33 rows · This article lists verifiable spaceflight-related accidents and incidents resulting
in fatality or near-fatality during flight or training for manned space missions, and testing,
assembly, preparation or flight of manned and unmanned spacecraft.

Astronaut fatalities · Non-fatal incidents ... · Non-fatal incidents ...

A look at people killed during space missions - Phys.org
phys.org › Astronomy & Space › Space Exploration
The pilot who died Friday would be the 20th person killed in flight in either a space
mission or a flight test. Add the three Apollo 1 astronauts who died in a 1967 fire during a
ground test, and the death toll reaches 23.

Images of people who died in space
bing.com/images

See more images of people who died in space

Has any astronaut gotten lost in space like they show in ...
https://www.quora.com/Has-any-astronaut-gotten-lost-in-space-like...
Has any astronaut gotten lost in space like they show ... the world's first man in space,
died in a plane crash while ... People have died training for space, ...

'Gravity' and Reality: History's Worst Space Disasters
https://www.space.com/23182-gravity-film-worst-space-disasters.html
But real-life dangers and disasters have haunted space travel from the ... They died
within seconds of ... a lot of people say we wouldn't have successfully ...

Top 10 Astronauts who Died in Space | OMG Top Tens
â€¦
www.omgtoptens.com/history/top-10-astronauts-who-died-in-space
Top 10 Astronauts who Died in Space. 6 years ago by nishtha 0. ... Abhishek Ghosh on
10 Reasons why People are Single; Peter Machedi on Top 10 Hottest Women to Date;

Death in space: The ethics of dealing with astronautsâ€™
â€¦
www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2015/04/death_in...
What to Do With Dead Bodies in Space Sign ... A mission to Mars will cost billions of
dollars and have required decades of effort from people around the globe ...

Videos of people who died in space
bing.com/videos

See more videos of people who died in space
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4:19 HD

How Many People Have
Died in Space?

YouTube · 7/26/2017 ·

9:02 HD

Only Three People Have
Died in Space

YouTube · 8/16/2017 ·

1:09 HD

First Human Spacewalker
Nearly Died In Space |

YouTube · 3/18/2015 ·
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